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assay showed good analytical and diagnostic performance
for detection of IBD.
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Background: We evaluated the (pre-)analytical and diagnostic performance of two automated fecal calprotectin
(FC) immunoassays, Liaison® Calprotectin (Diasorin) on
Liaison® XL and fCAL™ turbo (Bühlmann laboratories
AG) on Cobas C501 (Roche Diagnostics), and compared it
with our established Bühlmann ELISA method.
Methods: Our study comprised 229 consecutive patients
with clinical suspicion of inflammatory bowel disease
(IBD).
Results: All assay related stool extraction procedures
showed excellent correlation with the established
method, but the new stool extraction devices tend to give
higher results as compared with stool weight methods.
Both automated assays demonstrated good performance
in terms of precision (CVt ≤ 8.1%), accuracy (bias ≤ 6.7%)
and total error ( ≤ 16.4%). Method comparison with established enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
showed good correlation (rs > 0.925), but regression analysis showed significant proportional differences. Diagnostic performance characteristics with regard to diagnosis of
IBD were good and in line with other reports. In addition,
we were able to show that optimization of manufacturer’s
cut-off and moreover, the introduction of a gray zone
resulted in a significant increase of post-test probability.
Conclusions: In conclusion, the newly developed stool
extraction device protocols showed acceptable and comparable performance to the stool weight method. Overall,
the automated Liaison® Calprotectin and fCAL™ turbo
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Introduction
Fecal calprotectin (FC), a major neutrophilic cytosolic
protein, has been well studied as a non-invasive, degradation-resistant marker for neutrophilic intestinal inflammation [1]. This surrogate marker is useful for inflammatory
bowel disease (IBD) monitoring to evaluate disease activity, to predict risk of relapse, response to treatment and
postoperative recurrence risk [2, 3]. Current clinical guidelines recommend FC determination as part of diagnostic
work-up for Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis
(UC) [4–7].
Methods for extraction and quantification of FC have
evolved significantly since Røseth and colleagues developed the first extraction and quantitation method by
enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) in 1992 [8].
By the year 2000 a new simplified feces sample preparation method was developed by Tøn and colleagues [9]. As
a consequence studies using various commercial immunoassays were published, typically reporting sensitivities and specificities ranging from 80 to 90% depending
on the cut-off value chosen [3]. In recent years, disposable extraction devices were developed in order to simplify the extraction phase, hereby sampling an amount
of stool through a volumetric method. These tools show
good correlation with the original stool weight protocol
as described by Tøn and colleagues, but some of these
non-weighing protocols show considerable differences in
the decision zone and are not a good fit for liquid stool
samples [10, 11].
Until 2011 ELISA tests using both monoclonal and
polyclonal antibody reagents were the main methods for
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FC analysis. Later on, quantitative lateral flow immunochromatographic point-of-care tests (POCT) were developed in order to tackle the common disadvantages of
ELISA tests for routine laboratory practice, including its
time consuming nature, long turnaround time and high
need for hands-on expertise. The Quantum Blue rapid test
(Bühlmann Laboratories AG, Schönenbuch, Switzerland)
was evaluated in two different studies and proved to be
a reliable and faster alternative to ELISA for differential
diagnosis of functional and organic bowel disease [12,
13]. Later, automated immunoassays were developed and
introduced as POCT does not allow for high throughput.
The ELiA Calprotectin immunoassay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Uppsala, Sweden) was the first commercialized
immunoassay on the ImmunoCAP platforms in 2012 and
showed to be a good alternative for the Quantum Blue
rapid test [11]. The Liaison® Calprotectin assay (Diasorin,
Italy) and the fCAL™ turbo assay (Bühlmann laboratories
AG) were recently developed for automated measurement
of FC. The Liaison® Calprotectin assay is a chemiluminescence immunoassay (CLIA) using a monoclonal antibody
developed for the Liaison® and Liaison® XL platforms,
whereas the fCAL™ turbo assay is a particle enhanced
turbidimetric immunoassay (PETIA) using a polyclonal
antibody reagent. The fCAL™ turbo assay is commercialized as open channel assay and will be made available on
different high throughput chemistry analyzers.
We aimed to evaluate two newly developed automated FC immunoassays, Liaison® Calprotectin assay and
fCAL™ turbo assay, in terms of analytical and diagnostic performance, to make an assessment of their related

extraction tools and protocols, and to compare them to a
well-established analytically accurate ELISA (Bühlmann
Calprotectin ELISA, monoclonal antibodies).

Materials and methods
Patient population
The patient population consisted of 229 consecutive samples from
out- and inpatients [median age 34 (range 15–94 years), 79 males,
150 females] with clinical suspicion of IBD, for which a stool sample
was collected for FC measurement at the Department of Laboratory
Medicine of the AZ Delta Hospital in Roeselare, Belgium (Figure 1
and Table 1). Patients were recruited over a 7-month period (between
March 2015 and October 2015), and were excluded if younger than
15 years of age, given the lower diagnostic accuracy in the pediatric
population. Other exclusion criteria were absence of clinical data,
unclear diagnosis or insufficient sample volume. Diagnostic work-up
included medical history, physical examination, laboratory testing,
radiologic imaging and/or endoscopic findings with histopathological sampling. A final diagnosis of IBD was made independently by a
single expert gastroenterologist who was blinded for FC results. A subgroup of 136 patients [subgroup 1, median age 39 (range 15–94 years),
48 males, 88 females] underwent ileocolonoscopy with histopathological sampling which is considered the gold standard technique in
IBD diagnosis and will be analyzed more extensively. A second subgroup of 162 patients [subgroup 2, median age 32 (range 15–72 years),
56 males, 106 females], excluding all patients except for those with
established diagnosis of IBD and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) (not
exclusively ileonoscopy and biopsy proven) was also studied in order
to investigate whether judicious use of FC (dedicated for differential
diagnosis of IBD vs. IBS), alters diagnostic performance characteristics of different immunoassays as obtained with subgroup 1.

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the diagnostic study population for analytical and clinical performance evaluation.
The evaluation of clinical performance will be done on two subgroups of patients.
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Table 1: Clinical characteristics of the studied patient population (total population, subgroup 1, subgroup 2).

Total study population
n
Sex (M/F)
Age, median (range), years
Diagnosis
Chrohn’s disease
Ulcerative colitis
IBS
Infectious colitis
Othera
FC (μg/g feces), median (IQR)
Diasorin Liaison® assayb
Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo assayb
Bühlmann ELISAb
Subgroup 1 (Ileocolonoscopy + Biopsies)
n
Sex (M/F)
Age, median (range)
Diagnosis
Chrohn’s disease
Ulcerative colitis
IBS
Infectious colitis
Othera
FC (μg/g feces), median (IQR)
Diasorin Liaison® assayb
Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo assayb
Bühlmann ELISAb
Subgroup 2 (IBD vs. IBS)
n
Sex (M/F)
Age, median (range)
Diagnosis
Chrohn’s disease
Ulcerative colitis
IBS
FC (μg/g feces), median (IQR)
Diasorin Liaison® assayb
Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo assayb
Bühlmann ELISAb

IBD patients

Non IBD (diseased controls)

46
22/24
43 (16–80)

183
57/126
33 (15–95)

30
16
–
–
–

–
–
116
17
50

375 (175–750)
753 (360–1747)
913 (412–1508)

16 (8–44)
36 (20–131)
54 (21–144)

40
20/20
42 (15–79)

96
28/68
37 (15–94)

24
16
–
–
–

–
–
37
9
50

398 (182–665)
864 (362–1720)
1020 (430–1444)

18 (9–64)
45 (20–166)
63 (24–238)

46
22/24
43 (16–80)

116
34/82
30 (15–76)

30
16
–

–
–
116

375 (175–750)
753 (360–1747)
913 (412–1508)

11 (7–26)
23 (20–51)
44 (18–81)

IBD, inflammatory bowel diseases; n, number of patients; IQR, interquartile range; IBS, irritable bowel syndrome; FC, fecal calprotectin.
Including bacterial overgrowth, collagenous colitis, small bowel obstruction, bleeding ulcer, gastritis, hyperplastic polyps, hemorrhoids,
ischemic colitis, reflux esophagitis, microscopic colitis, lactose intolerance. bIBD vs. non IBD diseased control patients: p < 0.0001 (MannWhitney U test).
a

Our study was performed with full respect for individuals’ right
to confidentiality and in accordance with procedures supervised by
local authorities responsible for ethical research.

Extraction procedures
A brief evaluation of extraction protocols and extraction device
of each manufacturer was performed (Figure 2). For Liaison®

Calprotectin assay, three extraction procedures were evaluated. Stool
samples (n = 50) covering the whole measuring range were extracted
using Liaison® Calprotectin stool extraction device (Diasorin,
Saluggia, Italy) method, Liaison® Calprotectin stool weight method
and Smart prep extraction device (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim,
Germany) stool weight method. Measurements were subsequently
performed using Liaison® Calprotectin assay on a Liaison® XL analyzer. For Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo assay, two extraction procedures
were evaluated. Another 50 stool samples were extracted using
Bühlmann Calex® Cap stool extraction device method (Bühlmann
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Figure 2: Comparison of extraction procedures with established ELISA method.
(A) FC results for (REF) Smart Prep extraction device stool weight method – Bühlmann Calprotectin ELISA, (I) Liaison® Calprotectin stool
extraction device method – Liaison XL, (II) Liaison® Calprotectin stool weight method – Liaison XL and (III) Smart Prep extraction device stool
weight method – Liaison XL. (B) FC results for (REF) Smart Prep extraction device stool weight method – Bühlmann Calprotectin ELISA, (IV)
Smart Prep extraction device stool weight method – fCAL™ turbo and (V) Bühlmann Calex® Cap device method – fCAL™ turbo. Horizontal
bars represent medians. *p-Value on n = 45 due to insufficient sample. n.s., not significant: p > 0.05 (Wilcoxon test).

Laboratories AG, Schönenbuch, Switzerland) and Smart prep extraction device (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) stool weight
method, and subsequently analyzed using Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo
assay on Cobas C501 module (Roche Diagnostics). The manufacturer’s instructions for handling liquid stool samples (adding 10 μL of
feces sample to the extraction device) were followed using the Calex®
Cap device. For correlation study, stool samples were also extracted
using Smart prep extraction device stool weight method followed by
analysis with the Bühlmann Calprotectin ELISA kit, an established
method at our laboratory. All fecal extractions were performed on
the same day. Consistency of feces samples were scored according to
the Bristol stool scale [14]. Stool samples with consistency ≥ 5 were
classified as liquid. Extractions made with Liaison® extraction buffer
were immediately analyzed. Extractions made with Bühlmann
extraction buffer (for analysis with the Bühlmann Calprotectin ELISA
and the Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo assay) were stored at – 20 °C awaiting analysis. Deviation of FC concentration due to freeze-thaw process was investigated and excluded in previous work [11].

Analytical performance
Analytical performance was evaluated following CLSI guidelines
(EP5-A2). Imprecision [within-run, between-run and total coefficients of variation (CV)], bias and total error were inferred from 20
between-run duplicate measurements of two levels of commercial
control materials on Liaison® XL analyzer and Cobas C501, respectively. The Liaison® Calprotectin assay and Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo
Calprotectin assay have an analytical measuring range of 5–800 and
20–1800 μg/g feces, respectively.
For analytical method comparison with Bühlmann ELISA,
left-over samples (n = 229) were selected (Figure 1). Samples with
FC result below or above measurement range were excluded for

regression analysis. Stool extracts were made using manufacturer’s weight method extraction protocol for both assay/platform
combinations.

Diagnostic performance
All stool samples were simultaneously extracted using the Liaison®
Calprotectin stool weight method and the Smart prep extraction
device (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) stool weight
method for measurement of FC with the Liaison® Calprotectin assay
on Liaison® XL and the Bühlmann Calprotectin fCAL™ turbo assay
on Cobas C501, respectively. A single stool sample was used for all
extractions and subsequent measurements. Senior laboratory technicians blinded to patient history performed all analyses according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Extractions made with Liaison®
extraction buffer were analyzed immediately. Extractions made with
Bühlmann extraction buffer (for analysis with the Bühlmann Calprotectin ELISA and the Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo assay) were stored at
– 20 °C awaiting analysis.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Medcalc (Software version
12.2.1, Mariakerke, Belgium). A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. As results were not normally distributed non parametric tests were used to test statistical difference between groups.
Agreement between different extraction protocols was assessed with
Wilcoxon tests and Spearman’s rank correlation. Method comparison was done using Spearman’s rank correlation, Bland-Altman and
Passing-Bablok regression analyses. Calculations were performed on
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FC results within the measuring range of the assays. Comparisons of
groups of IBD + vs. IBD − were made using the Mann-Whitney U-test.
Areas under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were
compared by use of a nonparametric method of DeLong et al. [15].
Optimal dichotomous cut-off values were calculated based on highest sum of sensitivity and specificity. Confidence intervals for likelihood ratios (LR) were calculated as described by Simel et al. [16].
Bayes’ theorem was used to calculate post-test probabilities as a
function of pre-test probability. Our study design is in accordance
with STARD guidelines [17].

Results
Performance of extraction methods
FC results obtained with Liaison® related extraction procedures were significantly lower (Figure 2), but showed
good correlation (rs > 0.925) as compared with the ELISA
method. Further, FC results obtained with the Liaison®
stool extraction device method were significantly higher
as compared with both stool weight methods (Figure 2).
Both fCAL™ turbo related extraction procedures
correlated well (rs > 0.925) and showed no significant difference with the established ELISA method (Figure 2).
Results for the Bühlmann Calex® cap device method are
higher (p < 0.05) as compared with the Smart Prep extraction device stool weight method (Figure 2).
For further analytical and diagnostic evaluation of the
Liaison® Calprotectin assay and Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo
assay, respectively Liaison® stool weight method and the
Smart Prep extraction device stool weight method were
selected as the extraction procedure, because of the advantage of correct handling of all stool consistency types and
being the most standardized and well-studied extraction
method.

5

Analytical performance of immunoassays
Imprecision, bias and total error
Analytical performance evaluation data are listed in
Table 2. CV were higher for the Liaison® Calprotectin assay
as compared with the fCAL™ turbo assay. Overall, analytical performance was acceptable for both immunoassays
with total errors of < 20%. The fCAL™ turbo assay seems
to generate a better performance in the higher range in
comparison with the Liaison® assay. All manufacturer’s
claims of repeatability and total imprecision were met for
both immunoassay/platform combinations except for the
repeatability claim of 2.4% for the low kit control of the
fCAL™ turbo assay which was only marginally exceeded.

Method comparison (with established Bühlmann ELISA)
Results are listed in Table 3. Both immunoassays showed
good correlation (rs > 0.925) with the established ELISA
method. Passing-Bablok regression and Bland-Altman
analysis revealed a significant proportional bias for
Liaison® Calprotectin assay. Bland-Altman plots are given
in Figure 3. For fCAL™ turbo assay a significant proportional and systematic bias was shown.

Diagnostic performance
Subgroup 1 (diagnosis by ileocolonoscopy
and histopathological sampling)
Total study population comprised 229 consecutive diagnostic patient samples. However, diagnostic performance

Table 2: Analytical performance data according to CLSI guidelines (EP5-A2).

QC material
nruns
nmeasurements
Mean, μg/g feces
Precision, CV, %
CVwr, %
CVbr, %
CVt, %
Bias, %
TE, %

Liaison® Calprotectin – Diasorin on
Liaison® XL analyzer

fCAL™ turbo – Bühlmann on Cobas
C501 analyzer

Kit control 1
24
48
45

Kit control 2
24
48
201

Kit control 1
22
44
72

Kit control 2
22
44
265

5.0
5.3
7.3
− 4.4
16.4

7.3
3.6
8.1
− 1.0
14.4

2.9
2.8
4.1
− 6.7
13.5

1.1
0.9
1.4
− 3.2
5.5

n, number; CVwr, within-run imprecision; CVbr, between-run imprecision; CVt, total imprecision; TE, total error.
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Table 3: Method comparison with established Bühlmann ELISA method.
Liaison® Calprotectin – Diasorin
on Liaison® XL analyzer

fCAL™ turbo – Bühlmann
on Cobas C501 analyzer

0.932 (0.910–0.948)

0.946 (0.926–0.960)

0.33 (0.31–0.35)
− 0.48 (− 1.96 to 0.98)

0.81 (0.78–0.88)
− 9.34 (− 15.77 to − 6.05)

− 182 (− 218 to − 145)
− 63 (− 66 to − 60)

− 36 (− 63 to − 10)
− 22 (− 26 to − 18)

Spearman’s rank correlation
rs (95% CI)
Passing-Bablok regression
Slope (95% CI)
Intercept (95% CI)
Bland-Altman analysis
Absolute difference, μg/g feces (95% CI)
Relative difference, % (95% CI)

Mean
– 181.7

– 200
– 400
– 600

– 1.96 SD
– 680.1

– 800
– 1000

FC Bühlmann fCALTM turbo –

0

– 1200
– 1400

+ 1.96 SD
275.8

200

Mean
– 35.9

0
– 200

– 1.96 SD
– 347.6

– 400

2000

20
0
+ 1.96 SD
– 20.7

– 20
– 40

Mean
– 63.1

– 60
– 80

– 100

– 1.96 SD
– 105.4
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Figure 3: Bland-Altman plots of method comparison (n = 229) for Diasorin Liaison® Calprotectin assay (A + C) and Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo
assay (B + D) with established Bühlmann ELISA method.
Absolute (A + B) and procentual (C + D) Bland-Altman plots, respectively. FC, fecal calprotectin.

evaluation was done on the subgroup (n = 136) with
established diagnosis by means of ileocolonoscopy and
histopathological sampling (subgroup 1) which is still considered the gold standard. Prevalence of IBD was 29.4%
(40 of 136). Patients with IBD showed significantly higher
(p < 0.0001) FC values for all three assays than patients
from the IBD negative diseased control group (Table 1).

ROC analysis indicated that areas under the curves
(AUCs) were significantly (p < 0.0001) different from the
null hypothesis that these tests are nondiscriminative. AUC
(95% confidence interval [CI]) was 0.92 (0.86–0.96) for the
Liaison® assay, 0.91 (0.84–0.95) for the fCAL™ turbo assay,
and 0.90 (0.84–0.95) for Bühlmann ELISA. No significant
differences between these AUCs were found. Diagnostic
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characteristics at manufacturer’s cut-offs are listed in
Table 4. Optimum cut-off values based on highest sum of
sensitivity and specificity, and associated test characteristics were estimated (Table 4). Calculation of LRs for multiple result intervals (Table 4) clearly illustrated that for each
assay, LR increases significantly when the FC result is more
abnormal. Consequently, diagnostic information is lost
when FC results are interpreted as positive/negative only.
Bayes’ theorem was used to calculate post-test probabilities as a function of pre-test probabilities (Figure 4).
This clearly demonstrated that FC concentrations between
34 and 211 μg/g feces (LR = 0.80), between 83 and 385
μg/g feces (LR = 0.88) and between 164 and 919 μg/g feces
(LR = 1.25) for the Liaison® Calprotectin assay, fCAL™ turbo
assay and the Bühlmann Calprotectin ELISA, respectively,

7

have no clinical usefulness and cannot be used to rule out
or suggest diagnosis of IBD. Other test result intervals carry
valuable diagnostic information for supporting absence or
presence of diagnosis of IBD (Table 4 and Figure 4).

Subgroup 2 (group IBD vs. IBS)
Clinical characteristics of IBD and IBS patients are listed
in Table 1. Estimations of diagnostic performance characteristics similar to those for subgroup 1 were made for
subgroup 2 and results are shown in Table 5. Specificities
for all three immunoassays when applying the manufacturer’s cutoff as well as the obtained optimum cut-off, were
higher as compared with subgroup 1. For all three assays,

Table 4: Diagnostic performance of different calprotectin assays in subgroup 1 (ileocolonoscopy and histopathology proven) at manufacturer’s
cut-off, optimum cut-off and when defining multiple test result intervals.
FC cut-off,
μg/g feces

IBD +
(n = 40)

IBD −
(n = 96)

Diasorin Liaison®
Manufacturer’s cut-off
< 50
2
≥ 50
38
Optimum cut-off
< 78
4
≥ 78
36
Multiple result intervals
< 34
1
34–211
9
> 211
30
Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo
Manufacturer’s cut-off
< 50
0
≥ 50
40
Optimum cut-off
< 243
5
≥ 243
35
Multiple result intervals
< 83
1
83–385
10
> 385
29
Bühlmann ELISA
Manufacturer’s cut-off
< 50
0
≥ 50
40
Optimum cut-off
< 311
4
≥ 311
36
Multiple result intervals
< 164
1
164–919
11
> 919
28

LR (95% CI)

Sn, % (95% CI)

Sp, % (95% CI)

PPV, % (95% CI)

NPV, % (95% CI)

63
33

0.08 (0.02–0.30)
2.76 (2.1–3.7)

95.0 (83.1–99.4)

65.6 (55.2–75.0)

53.5 (41.3–65.5)

96.9 (89.3–99.6)

76
20

0.13 (0.05–0.32)
4.32 (2.89–6.47)

90.0 (76.3–97.2)

80.2 (70.8–87.6)

65.5 (51.4–77.8)

95.1 (87.8–98.6)

62
27
7

0.04 (0.01–0.27)
0.80 (0.41–1.55)
10.29 (4.93–21.46)

–

–

–

–

51
45

0.00 (0.00–0.37)
2.13 (1.72–2.64)

100.0 (91.2–100.0)

53.1 (42.7–63.4)

47.1 (36.1–58.2)

100.0 (93.0–100.0)

76
20

0.16 (0.07–0.36)
4.20 (2.80–6.31)

87.5 (73.2–95.8)

80.2 (70.8–87.6)

64.8 (50.6–77.3)

93.9 (86.3–98.0)

58
29
9

0.04 (0.01–0.29)
0.88 (0.49–1.58)
7.73 (4.04–14.82)

–

–

–

–

42
54

0.00 (0.00–0.45)
1.78 (1.49–2.12)

100.0 (91.2–100.0)

43.8 (33.6–54.3)

42.6 (32.4–53.2)

100.0 (91.6–100.0)

75
21

0.13 (0.05–0.30)
4.11 (2.78–6.09)

90.0 (84.2–94.8)

79.2 (69.7–86.8)

64.3 (50.4–76.6)

95.0 (87.7–98.6)

64
21
11

0.04 (0.01–0.26)
1.25 (0.67–2.36)
6.11 (3.38–11.04)

–

–

–

–

FC, fecal calprotectin; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; LR, likelihood ratio; Sn, sensitivity; Sp, specificity; PPV, positive predictive value;
NPV, negative predictive value.
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Optimum cut-off

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.6

53.5%

0.4

LR = 0.08
LR = 2.76

0.2

64.3%
0.6
LR = 0.13

0.4

LR = 4.32

0.2

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Pre-test probability

0.6

0.4

LR = 0.80

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Pre-test probability

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.4
LR = 0.00

0.2

Post-test probability

F 1.0

Post-test probability

E 1.0

47.0%

63.6%
0.6

0.4

0.2

0.6

0.8

0.2

Pre-test probability

0.8

0.8

42.5%

0.4

LR = 0.00

0.2

Post-test probability

H 1.0

Post-test probability

G 1.0

0.6

1.0

76.3%

0.6
LR = 0.04

0.4

LR = 0.83
LR = 7.73

0.0
0.0

1.0

0.4
0.6
0.8
Pre-test probability

0.0

1.0

I

63.1%
0.6

0.4

0.2

LR = 0.13
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Figure 4: Post-test probability for IBD as a function of the pre-test probabilities for different LRs associated with the manufacturer’s cut-off
(A, D, G), optimum cut-off (B, E, H) and upper limit of the multiple result intervals (C, F, I) for the Liaison® Calprotectin (A, B, C), the fCAL™
turbo (D, E, F) and the Bühlmann Calprotectin ELISA (G, H, I).
The arrow indicates the prevalence of IBD in this study (0.294) taken as the pre-test probability for IBD.

selection of results intervals resulted in stronger diagnostic
power in terms of associated LRs as well as less patients
with FC in the non discriminative result interval (“gray
zone”) as compared with subgroup 1 (Table 5).

Discussion
Different extraction methods for FC measurement with
Liaison® Calprotectin and fCAL™ turbo were evaluated, and
they all showed an excellent correlation with our established

method (smart prep extraction device stool weight method
– Bühlmann ELISA). Results obtained with the Liaison® Calprotectin stool extraction device were significantly higher
than both stool weight methods, in line with the report by
Delefortrie et al. [10]. Also, FC results for the device method
Calex® cap were proportionally higher than the stool weight
method. Delefortrie et al. suggested that the different stool/
extraction solvent ratio might account for this discrepancy
[10]. FC solubilisation within extraction buffer might be
a limiting step in the stool weight protocol in which more
feces for the same amount of extraction buffer is used.
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Table 5: Diagnostic performance of different calprotectin assays in subgroup 2 (IBD and IBS) at manufacturer’s cut-off, optimum cut-off and
when defining multiple test result intervals.
FC cut-off,
μg/g feces

IBD +
IBD −
(n = 46) (n = 116)

Diasorin Liaison®
Manufacturer’s cut-off
< 50
3
≥ 50
43
Optimum cut-off
< 43
1
≥ 43
45
Multiple result intervals
< 43
1
43–135
9
> 135
36
Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo
Manufacturer’s cut-off
< 50
0
≥ 50
46
Optimum cut-off
< 81
0
≥ 81
46
Multiple result intervals
< 86
1
86–280
8
> 280
37
Bühlmann ELISA
Manufacturer’s cut-off
< 50
0
≥ 50
46
Optimum cut-off
< 163
1
≥ 163
45
Multiple result intervals
< 163
1
163–325
7
> 325
38

LR (95% CI)

Sn, % (95% CI)

Sp, % (95% CI)

PPV, % (95% CI)

NPV, % (95% CI)

102
14

0.07 (0.03–0.22)
7.75 (4.71–12.73)

91.3 (79.2–97.6) 87.9 (80.6–93.2) 75.0 (61.6–85.6)

96.2 (90.6–99.0)

101
15

0.03 (0.00–0.17)
7.57 (4.71–12.16)

97.8 (88.5–99.9) 87.1 (79.6–92.6) 75.0 (62.1–85.3)

99.0 (94.7–100.0)

101
0.03 (0.00–0.17)
13
1.75 (0.80–3.80)
2 45.39 (11.39–180.85)

–

–

–

–

86
30

0.00 (0.00–0.23) 100.0 (92.3–100.0) 74.1 (65.2–81.8) 60.5 (48.6–71.6) 100.0 (95.8–100.0)
3.87 (2.84–5.26)

100
16

0.00 (0.00–0.20) 100.0 (92.3–100.0) 86.2 (78.6–91.9) 74.2 (61.5–84.5) 100.0 (96.4–100.0)
7.25 (4.60–11.43)

101
11
4

61
55

0.03 (0.00–0.17)
1.83 (0.79–4.27)
23.33 (8.81–61.75)

–

–

–

–

0.00 (0.00–0.33) 100.0 (92.3–100.0) 52.6 (43.1–61.9) 45.5 (35.6–55.8) 100.0 (94.1–100.0)
2.11 (1.74–2.56)

105
11

0.02 (0.00–0.17)
10.32 (5.87–18.13)

105
7
4

0.02 (0.00–0.17)
2.52 (0.94–6.79)
23.96 (9.06–63.33)

97.8 (88.5–99.9) 90.5 (83.7–95.2) 80.4 (67.6–89.8)

–

–

99.1 (94.9–100.0)

–

–

FC, fecal calprotectin; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; LR, likelihood ratio; Sn, sensitivity; Sp, specificity; PPV, positive predictive value;
NPV, negative predictive value.

Liquid samples can be extracted with Calex® Cap
device by adding a fixed volume of liquid stool, while on
the other hand, liquid stool samples cannot be extracted
with the Liaison® Calprotectin stool extraction device
according to manufacturer’s instructions, and need to be
extracted with the stool weight method. At first, all extraction protocols were evaluated not taking into account the
stool consistency. Afterwards, same conclusions could be
drawn excluding liquid stool samples prior to regression
analysis (results not shown). For the Calex® Cap device
this seems plausible as a fixed volume minimizes sampling errors. On the other hand, for the Liaison® Calprotectin extraction device this suggestion is less imaginable
as one can expect larger sampling errors due to incomplete retention of the liquid stool to the grooves. Previous

studies also reported under-sampling for commercial
extraction devices as compared with the conventional
extraction method [11, 18]. However, more recent work
showed good correlation for a new extraction device [19].
Although results obtained with the stool extraction
devices tend to be higher, the impact on clinical interpretation is limited when comparing to stool weight method.
Furthermore, our study showed no influence of stool consistency on FC results when using commercial extraction
devices, hereby suggesting that these devices are fit for
routine practice as they showed acceptable and comparable performance, are easy to use, further limit hands on
time and avoid the necessity to weight the stool.
We further evaluated the analytical and diagnostic performance of Liaison® Calprotectin assay and fCAL™ Turbo
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assay for quantification of FC in patients with suspicion of
IBD using each manufacturer’s stool weight method. Our
study is the first to report on the diagnostic performance
of the Liaison® Calprotectin assay and fCAL™ turbo assay
in a clinical setting of a patient population with abdominal
complaints. The immunoassays were also compared with
the established Calprotectin ELISA [12, 20]. Both assays
showed favorable analytical performance characteristics in
terms of precision, bias and total error. Precision was excellent as compared with the inter-run CV of 19.3% for Bühlmann POCT assay at FC concentration of 117 μg/g feces and
with the inter-run CV of 9.7% at FC concentration 137 μg/g
feces obtained with another automated FC test, EliA Calprotectin kit on ImmunoCAP 250 [11].
Both automated immunoassays showed good correlation with Bühlmann’s Calprotectin ELISA. Subsequent
regression analysis showed a pronounced negative proportional difference between the Liaison® Calprotectin
assay and Bühlmann’s Calprotectin ELISA, which might
suggest that monoclonal antibodies are targeting different
calprotectin complexes. Diasorin states its monoclonal
antibodies are raised against a recombinant calprotectin
heterodimer (personal communication), while Bühlmann
monoclonal antibodies are targeting purified MRP8/14
from human granulocytes (package insert). This highlights the lack of international standardization for FC
[10]. Also, a proportional and systematic difference was
observed between the Bühlmann fCAL™ turbo assay and
Bühlmann’s ELISA, which is not readily explained by a
difference in reagent antibodies, as differing polyclonal
antibodies are traceable to monoclonal antibodies used
by Bühlmann Laboratories (personal communication).
Recent studies reported on the diagnostic accuracy of
FC for diagnosis of IBD among diseased control patients
(patients with clinical features under suspicion of IBD).
Von Roon et al. summarized data from 1267 patients and
reported pooled sensitivity and specificity of 89% and
81%, respectively [21]. Gisbert et al. found similar performance data (n = 2475 patients), with sensitivity and
specificity of, respectively 83% and 84% [22]. More recent
studies for differentiation of IBD vs. non-IBD patients
reported sensitivities of > 94%, and specificities of > 75%
at the same manufacturer’s cut-off of 50 μg/g feces [11, 23].
Our findings concur with existing data showing that
FC measurements account for reliable distinction between
functional disease and IBD. The agreement in high sensitivity at 50 μg/g feces cut-off point for all assays confirms
the diagnostic ability of FC measurement for screening purposes (sensitivity highly valued). Bühlmann assays were
superior with 100% sensitivity vs. 95% for the Liaison®
Calprotectin assay at manufacturer’s cut-off, however, at

the expense of much lower specificity for Bühlmann FC
assays. The overall lower specificity can be explained by the
nonspecific detection of mucosal inflammation as a consequence of other gastrointestinal tract diseases. Calculation
of optimum cut-off values gave rise to higher specificities
and better post-test probabilities, but at the expense of sensitivities hereby hampering the intended screening purpose.
Optimum dichotomous FC cut-off values were considerably
higher for the fCAL™ turbo assay and Bühlmann Calprotectin ELISA than for the Liaison® Calprotectin assay.
Traditionally FC results are interpreted in a dichotomous mode (positive or negative) based on manufacturers’ cut-off or calculated optimum dichotomous cut-off
values with corresponding sensitivity and specificity. Our
study correlates well with previous evaluations considering
the comparable sensitivities and specificities. The major
drawback is their limited specificity and positive predictive
value. To tackle this interpretive ambiguity, we calculated
LRs for multiple test result intervals and took full advantage of quantitative data, following the condition that the
studied disease becomes more likely the more the test
result deviates from normal. In addition, LRs allow physicians to integrate, through Bayesian calculations, their
judgment about pre-test probability of the disease in the
patient cohort under consideration. We defined result intervals with associated LRs which increase when test results
deviate quantitatively more from normal. For all FC assays
distinction can be made between results ruling out IBD,
inconclusive, or suggestive for IBD. Our approach results
in a gain of diagnostic power as compared with dichotomous test interpretation. We demonstrated that FC results
within the defined gray zone, enclosing the optimum
cut-off values, hold no diagnostic information, and are not
associated with changes in pre-test to post-test probability
and therefore should not alter clinical decision making at
all. Previous work from our center already reported on the
introduction of a gray zone to obtain more diagnostic power
with overall the same apparent benefit [11, 12].
Patient selection is crucial, as diagnostic accuracy is
likely to be overestimated in a design that recruits healthy
controls vs. IBD patients. Therefore, our patient selection
is based on a disease controlled group. Also, the use of a
clear criterion for establishing an IBD diagnosis is of paramount importance. Therefore, diagnostic performance
was established in a clearly defined (sub)group of patients
who underwent colonoscopy and histopathological sampling (n = 136). These findings were similar to those found
in the total study population (n = 229) for which diagnosis
is based on the sum of all findings (results not shown).
A second subgroup of patients was selected in which
non-IBS diagnoses in the non-IBD group (infectious
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colitis and other diagnoses) were excluded, leading to a
strict selection of patients with IBD and IBS. As expected,
better selection of symptomatic patient population undergoing FC testing, led to a higher specificity for all assays
while optimal sensitivity was maintained. Calculation of
LRs for subgroup 2 (Table 5) unequivocally showed that
both dichotomous test interpretation through manufacturer’s and optimum cut-offs as well as the multiple result
intervals approach, more diagnostic power is at hand as
compared with subgroup 1 analysis. Overall, our findings
strongly suggest a judicious selection of patients undergoing FC testing results in a gain of diagnostic performance
for ruling out or suggesting IBD diagnosis.
In conclusion, both automated immunoassays for FC
measurement showed good analytical and clinical performance and are suitable for detection of IBD. Automation of FC assays leads to shorter turnaround time (TAT)
and is more suitable for laboratories with high throughput. Introduction of multiple result intervals results in
a clear gain of diagnostic power for exclusion as well as
the suggestion of IBD diagnosis. Moreover, we suggest a
more judicious intended use (IBD vs. IBS) of FC analysis
contributes to superior diagnostic performance characteristics and a more straightforward interpretation of FC
results.
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